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Administration proposes parking ga(age

•

WalkerEngineersofTampawill
recommend sites, propose the size
ofthe garage and suggest the best
way for the universitytopayforits
by Mark Schlueb
construction.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
The university last week gave
UCF has hired a consulting the consulting firm the number of
firm to study a proposed parking students, available parking, revgarage on campus and aspects of enue and possible sites for the
the proposed structure.
garage, as well as thereportbythe

•

•
•

•
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•
•
•

•
•

university's parking subcommittee. The firm wJlgive its report by · Would you pay more for garage parking?
Dec.1.
The university decided a park- ·
ing garage would save space and
be more convenient.
'There's plenfy of parking on
campus," said Chris Marlin, StuStudents voted 75to65 ~stbuildingagarageoncampus. They

OUCF seeks solution
to parking problem.

said they spend enough already and want more for ed~on.

GARAGE continued page 4

Neighborhood Watcb receives
Community Service Award
Office

eral
Criminal Justice Programs. '141orida has the highest
crime rate, so we need innovative
ways of dealing with it."
Gilmore said, "Our criminals
have become more sophisticated,
and the social aspects have become mo~ complex.."
Crime Prevention Demonstrations continued throughout the
day. OneOrtheexhibits, the Florida
HighwayPatrolConvincer,moved
at 5 mph down an incline, demon. strating the impact of a sudden
vehicle stop.
''You know it is going to stop,"
saidseniorJosephRodriquez. "You
just don't know when."
Oviedo Police Departmenes
full-service drug dog, Wotan, also
demonStrated his ability to sniffout drugs from metal containers
as well as apprehend criminals.
Other exhibitS included Orlando Police DepartmenesMobile
Crime Prevention Display, crime
dog McGruff, the crime robot, an
air-boat and police horse, Sarge.
.Aid to Injured Motorcyclists,
the Orange Cowity Victim's Advocates, Orange County Consumer Fraud Unit, Mothers
Against Drunk Driving and the
Wmter Park Police Department
also pmticipated.

Holsenbeck, Government Relations senior cowisel to the presiSTAFF REPORTER
dent.
UCFs Greek Park NeighborUCF Police Sgt. Melody Carhood Watch received the 1992 pent.er received the Special ApCommunity Service Award at a preciation Award.
breakfast kicking off the Fourth
'There are no one-man or oneAnnual Crime Prevention Fair woman shows. Police officers [at
Wednesday.
UCFJ demonstrate a wrique comBlock captain Tara Mclntryre munity spirit," McClendon
of'PiBetaPhiandco-captainRyan "It took leaders and motivators to
KieselofPIKappaAlphaareepted accomplish our goals as a departthe award
ment and a team. Sgt. Melody
"Neighborhood ~~~~~~~~ Carpenter served
Watch made its
both titles well"
"Neighborhood
Recently UCFs
mark ori the community," said UCF
watch made its Police Department
Sgt.
Sandra
mark on the
helped ronstruct a
McClendon
Miniature Safety
Greek
Pal'.'k
community."
City for children of
• Sandra McClendon faculty, staff and
holdsthedistinction
UCF POLICE
students.
ofbeingtheonlyformal Neighborhood
According to
StudentBody PresiWatch Group in the
Florida university system, dentJasonDiBona,therehasbeen
McClendon sai.d
a 25 percent increase in crime at
Locallawenforcementwasalso UCF in the last five years.
recognizedforcontributionstothe
"There is greater campus
commwrity. Police Chief Dennis crime," DiBona said "We are goPeterson accepted ·the Law En- ing to take a more active role.
forcement Award for the Oviedo Student Government" is commitPolice Department.
ted."
"UCF is a great partnership
"Florida leads the cowitry in
both within [UCFJ and without crime prevention," said Deputy
[the community]," said Daniei ChiefI)anGilmore,AttnmeyGen.by Patti Kidd

smd

An Orange County police officer rides Sarge at the
Crime Prevention Fair, following an awards breakfast on Wednesday. (Pant Kidd !FUTURE>

Departments cut equipment budgets
by Sandy llWln anct·Mark Schlueb
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•
Chandler McRee, an assistant of lnsb'uctional Resources,
looks over old equi~nt still in use. (M1eh..1o.Hoog JFUTURE>

·

Students, faculty and staffat UCF may soon
face shortages ofcomputers and other materials
because the university cannot afford to replace
outdated equipment.
Nearly every department on campus, from
thelibrarytotheCollegeofEducation,hastaken
cuts in its equipment budget.
· When the state cuts funding, equipment
budgets are often one of the first places administrators try to make up the loss.
John Bolte, vice president ofAdministration
and Finance, said two consecutive
ofbudget cuts compounds the problem.
"We try to squeeze another year out of old

CLASSIFl~DS

years

page 10

equipment," Bolte said "With budget cuts the
last two years, we've been wiable to play cat.chup."
Classesneedingprojectorsand tape recorders
may soon face shortages because the current
equipmentis becoming obsolete. "We've got
stuff here that?s 10 or 15 years old Right now,
there's enough stuffto go around, but the equip. ment is just getting older," said Senior Audicv'
VIBual Technician Tony Figueroa.
Thelibraey'sequipmentbudgettotals$10,000,
the lowest in years, areording to associate director Lynn LaBrake-Harrison, "Our equipment
requests came t.o $90,000, and we had to trim it
down to $H>,OOO," she said
The library needs new computer equipment
EQUIPMENT continued page 4
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I hereby acknowledge that Post-Se~ondary Education is not supplementary or expendable, but an inherent and
necessary part of the educational experienc~. Furthermore, I believe that Florida's ranking offorty-ninth in per
capita student funding for Post-Secondary Education is an embarrassment. I wholeheartedly agree that the·state
of Florida must adequately fund the State University System and thus invest in the future of all Floridians.
Lastly, I believe that. tuition should not be levied as a tax to alleviate the State-Responsibility and I hereby
endeavor to support that 25/75.Agreement. If I am elected, I promise to cast votes to educate the students of
Florida or I will vacate my office by not Seeking re-election.

•
•
•

•

This pledge was sent to all Candidates for the State Legislature... who signed:
Jim Kelly for State Senate
Ben Everidge for State Sena~e
Tom Feeney for State Representative .
Jack Ascherl for State Representative
Bob Sindler for State Representative
When asked:

•
•

"What do you prop~se to do for the students of UCF once elected to office?"

•

Kelly -Iwill champion student concerns to the best of my ability in an attempt to improve the lot for all students at UCF. That includes
strongly supporting the 25175 Agreement.
·

•
•

"

.

Feeney-/ will continue to fight to re-prioritize spending in Florida to emphasize higher education needs. Mak-e sure students at younger
Universities like UCF, get equal treatment in funding and resources. Sindler -I will be aspokesperson for UCF. I will seek to increase the school's visibility and continue my support for new programs and
the upgrading offacilities.
Ascherl -Be responsible andfair in dealing with all students and education issues. Iwill visi_tUCF to discuss the school's individual needs.
Everidge -Education is my number one legislative priority. During my first session, I will introduce legislation to restore $1.5 billion
in funding to Florida education. I will insist that UCF receive it's fair share.
Steve De Mino for State Senate - Students are customers and we should guarantee satisfaction. Diversify the State's industrial status
so students learn here and live here.
Mike Miller for.State Representative -Get government schools out of the business of brain-washing students: I will work to privatize
education.
BiU Sublette for State Representative -I will continue to lead thefight for the increased funding ofFlorida's university and community
college system and for the maintenance of reasonable tuition rates.so that all qualified Floridians can attend our universities.
David Denig for State Representative -Make sure all higher institutions get their fair share.
Scott Roberts for County Commissioner - We need to make use of the brain power that our college system is building by giving the
opportunity to students to use the county for attaining experience in their chosen majors. ·
Mary Johnson for County Commissioner- Students who wish to become involved in government can apply and Iwill forward qualified
applicants names for consideration. I will encourage the business industry to use UCF as aresource.
Bill Posey for State Representative - My daughter attends UCF.
"What is your stance on the Federal Student Aid Programs?" Bill Grant for U.S. Senate- Iwill not support any reductions in Pell Grants or other student aid grants or work study programs. In fact,
I support automatic cost-of-living allowances for such aid programs.

•

•

•

•
•

•
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•

•
•

"In the current wake of the rape that occurred across from the University, students would like to know how you propose to keep
the outlying areas of the school safe?"
Kevin Beary for County Sheriff -Establish aspecially trained andfocused police unit to deal with violent crimes against women. Stress
"Victim Prevention Programs." I would work with the UCF Police Department to set up a crime prevention and training program.

As a Student, it is up to YOU to take this information to the polls...VOTE!

•
•

•

•
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Students choose

C~inton

more Evening-Sun shrugged conventional wisdom have had
the closing gap off, noting that their day - this is when the
EDITOR IN CHIEF
a tightening of numbers is al- voice ofthe voters, as translated
Today is indeed the day.
ways expected the closer the through the electoral college,
The burning questions now date of the election comes.
decides who will lead the execuare: Will Bush be Back? Can
However, polls don't matter tive branch of this country for
Clinton clinch it? Or is a coup now. Super Tuesday is here and the next four years.
brewing for Perot?
With Clinton the favorite,
this is the time when all the
One of the dark undercur- cliches("ltain'tover'tilit'sover," there are several scenarios that
rents for the Bush campaign is. et cetera) become true and - · must take place for the polls to
the number of administrative while the political pundits, me- become a reality. And all of
staffers who have begun put- dia pollsters and others giv_ing those possibilities include the
ting feelers out in both the job
Final Results:
and real estate markets.
Tlle Central Florida Future poll, taken over Thursday and Friday
According
to
this
yielded the following results from .192 participants:
. pub.ication's own informal
%
Candidate
Number of votes
poll, Gov. Bill Clinton should
George Bush
61
32
take the popular vote by at
71
37
Bill Clinton
least a 5 percent margin over
46
23
H. Ross.Perot
his opponents.
Miscellaneous votes
14
8
That poll reflects relatively
accurately against others that
have been conducted up to last
weekend, including a CBSN ew York Times poll which
put the percentages at Gov.
Bill Clinton at 44 percent,
President George Bush at 36
percent and independent candidate H. Ross Perot at 17 percent.
Still, a late CNN-USA Today-Gallup poll put the mar- ·
gin between Bush and Clinton
at only 1 percent.
No wonder reporter Dan
Balz of The Washington Post
called it a "nail-biting week for
the Clinton campaign."
Even that gap seemed to
widen as of Sunbday evening
and the national average stood
at Clinton, 45 percent; Bush, 36
percent and Perot, 15 percent.
Jack Germond of the Baltiby em CUshtng

•

•

•
•

Representatives voice
party issues at-SPJ fotum
by Lisa Springer
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Society of Professional JoumalisUi
sponsoredaforum Fridaywithrepresentatives fromthe presidential candidates.
MikeMiller,runningfortheS~House

of Repre~t.atives in the 38th district .
represented the Libertarian Party.
The Libertarian Party,
which has the motto "Eight
is enough," is the third largest party in the nation but
doesn't have exten.sive media exposure. The party
stands for a drastic cut in
the power of government.
Miller explained, "If I get
ahead in life it must 'come
from meJ not the government."
·
The Libertarian Party would limit
emmentfunctions toamilitary,policeforce,
and a system of courts.
The libertarian Party would also allocate tax dollars to private schools of the
parent's choice instead of public schools.
Miller believed that education should be
"one-to-one."
The Libertarian Party, moreover, supports gay rights, the legalimtion of drugs
and a woman's right to choose.
Bryden Moon, the coordinator of volunteer for Orange County, represented the
Democratic Party.
The Democratic Party is now trying to
move from the extreme liberal end ofthe
spectrum to the middle. "Everyone must
work together becauseifpartofthe coun-

gov-

try is hurting, we all hurt," Moon said.
"Education is the key to the revival of
the economy," Moon said. He also said
the Democratic Party supports the education ()f displaced ·people. Teacher's
having to take proficiency tests and all
high school dropouts should not being
allowed the privilege ofa driver's license.
The Democratic Party also believes in
incentives for welfare recipients to get into the workplace, two years of technical
training after high school
and more rehabilitation for
drug users and offenders.
Kim Stewart represented the Independent
Party for .Ross Perot.
Stewart currently works as
- the city coordinator for Citizens for Perot.
"Ifyou are not part ofthe solution, you
are part of the problem," Stewa:rt said, in
relation to the country's economic situa..
tion·.
The Independent Party urge~ economic reform. Sixty-six cents of every
dollar goes to pay interest ofthe national
debt, Stewart said. She said Perot believes, "We need to help the world but we
can not suffer while it is happening.~
· "Money is not the answer for reforming education," Stewart said, adding that
Perot's ticket stands for total educ~tion
·reform, calling for testing of teachers
and closer contact between p~rent,
teacher and child.
Ken Wright of the Republican Party
did not make it to the forum.
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state of Florida.
Since the 1990 U.S . .census
brought Florida's electoral college total from 25 to 28 votes,
this year's election is of par.ticular importance to the .c andidates.
Although traditionally Republican and conservative,
there is still no definite favorite among the state's voters.
Whichever candidate takes it
will be able to breathe a bit
easier since. its eastern location makes it one of the first
states showing final results .
The Midwest is particularly
important to the candidates as
well.
Here again, although Republicans have usually been able to
rely on the middle-American,
blue-collar and rural voters
there, with .the added factor of
independently-minded Perot in
the race, the ~dwestern states
are a toss-up a·s well. This is
especially true in the case of
].\1ichigan which, if the Black
bloc of voters turn out in force,
could give the state's electoral
votes to Clinton.
Bush has made some good
inroads in two key states Ohio and Wisconsin - with a
· last minute whistle-stop train
tour of the area. If those two
state.s' voters go his way, Bush
could afford to take losses in
some of the others.
Meanwhile, Clinton made
an 11-state, four-day run to
finish up the campaign while
Perot visited Florida, a state
.he could do well in because of

the large number of older voters in the state.
The state to watch - especially if Bush does not take
Florida - will be Texas .
On the surface, it would
seem that either Bush or Perot,
with their natural ties to Texas,
should take the state. How~
ever, a third and more likely
possibility might occur ifPerot
draws enough Republican voters to his camp and the Democrats turn out strong in both
numbers and loyalty.
In that case, Clinton could
take Texas and its 32 electoral
votes, a decidedly good chunk
of the total and a surprise that
could be a deciding.factor in
the end, since California seems
to be definite Clinton country.
All in all, it promises to be
an interesting Super Tues.d ay.
Voter registr ation is up and
voter turnout is expected to be
high. Secretary of State Jim
·Smith's office expects a 75 percent voter.t urnout, one which
would rival the 79 percent recorded in. 1968 when Hubert
Humphrey was narrowly defeated by Richard Nixon. The
high numbers, ifthey are there,
will be as much for the state
referendums asforthe national
contest.
This year California has bill
161, a proposal that would' legalize doctor-assisted suicides.
In addition, 16 states, induding Florida-the largest number ever to have a single common referendum, have a term
limit proposal on the ballot.

SG fails to confirm an alternate
by Jennifer·M. Burgess

"We've been playing phone tag,"
Morris said. .
Morris said he contacted Lynn and
StudentGovemmentbureaucracyprevented Larry Lynn from being confirmed ·gave him the opportunity to be interas an alternate justice Thursday.
viewed by the senate without the
According to SG statutes, the sen- usual procedure which involves an
ate -has three weeks to confirm or informal interview by the Elections
Committee before an interdeny Lynn as alternate justr=======~· ! . view by the senate. '
tice.
Ifthe senate does not take
~
He said Lynn preferred to be interviewed inaction, Lynn is' automatically confirmed.
formally by the committee
Sen . Robert Morris,
first and was willing to dechairman of the Elections
lay his appointment by on e
and Appointments Commit. ·· week in order to go thr ough
tee, did not attempt to conthe normal process.
tact Lynn until one week prior to that
"He decided, since he was an alterdeadline and was not able to reach nate, one week wouldn't matter,"
him until one day before ~~~~~~~~~ Morris said.
the deadline.
Pro Tern p Chris
"[Lynn]isbeingdenied
"•. • he's been
Riebold said Lynn
hisdueprocess... because
tied up in
. shouldnotbeconfirmed
we didn't do our job," said
without an internew.
Chief Justice Carlos
bureaucracy."
"There are 14justices
Davila.
representing 22,000
. Davila urged senators
people. We can't conto confirm Lynn. SG se° Carlos Davita
firm someone we've
lectedLynnfromapoolof
CHIEFJUSTICE, SG
never seen before,"
STAFF REPORTER

about 20 candidates and - - - - - - - - Riebold said.
he was interviewed twice by thejudiSen. Eric Fetter said t he Senate
cial council. SG members favorably should confirm Lynn because the senrecommended Lynn for the position. ate failed to do its job.
"SG is failing to get students par"We forfeited our right to question
ticipating... he's [Lynn] been tied up this person," he said.
in bureaucracy for a whole semester
Because Lynn's appointment was
and its got to stop," Davila said.
denied due to a Senate error, he has
Morris told the Senate he was un- been reappointed and will have the
able to obtain Lynn's phone number opportunity to be interviewed and
until Oct. 22 and was unable to get in confirmed by the Senate during next
touch with him until Oct. 28.
· Thursday's meeting.
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Students look for galleries to display art
bition.
"You'd be lucky ifyou get 20
by Juan Martinez
These means have proven people," said Paul Brooks, a
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
to be ineffectual, costly or de- student assistant for the ComArt majors at UCF face an moralizing; sometimes a com- munications Department.
"That's counting your friends
unusual challenge. Those seek- bination of all three.
And, whilethismayimprove and family."
ing a Bachelor of Fine Arts
The second approach is to
degree are required to exhibit the aesthetic qualities of their
their work publicly, but the work, it sure won't make them hang the art in a public area,
place seemingly most suitable feel better about the quality of like a campus hallway.
Hang it there and lots of
for this, the UCF gallery, is education they're getting.
Take the artist's first op- people will be able to see it closed offto these students and
art and viewer,
tion. He or she will
their art.
The problem began imme- discount the new ~~~~~~~~ connected freely
diately after the construction gallery immedi"You'd be lucky and informally.
-perhaps too inof the new Visual Arts Coni- ately. The old one,
however, is someif you get 20
formally.
pleL
At first, access to students timesavailablefor
people._"
Student art
work is often dewas denied on the grounds of student use. The
s t ud en t
faulty design.
may
faced. Students
- Paul Brooks often lose money
Problems with the construc- choose to hold the
tion of the gallery, it was said, exhibit there.
STUDENT ASSISTANT
and months of
The big probhard work.
made exhibition of any type
lem with the old
impossible.
The student's
Shortly afterthis statement gallery is its location, or rather, last option is to exhibit the
work off campus.
was made, the gallery dis- lack of it .
Few people really know
played faculty art work.
Independent galleries often
show
where
it
is.
Located
in.a
deep,
enthusiasm in exhibit· The gallery continues this
dusty
comer
of
the
Humanipractice, ignoring the work of
ing student art.
ties and Fine Arts Building,
Eitherong Galleries is a
the students.
As a result, students have the old gallery attracts a very prime example . Tony
Eitherong, the owner, gets into look for other means of exhi- small number of visitors.

GARAGE
FROM PAGE 1
dent Government's director of
public relations. "There's just not
enough convenient parking, and
that'swhereparkinggaragescome

J>BVANEv·s
Sports Pub & Eatery
7660 University Blvd.
University & Goldenrod
Goodings Center
679-6600

in."
The subcommittee recom-

mended building the garage on
Lot E-3, near the portable build-

Wednesday
$2.50 Liters
All Night

ingsbytheCollegeofEngineering
and College ofBusiness~

tration.
Many students walk long distances tD classes because parking
lots for student use are notlocat.ed
near classrooms. In addition, the
university hasalreadyeannarked
much of t11e available land closer
tD classes for the construction of
other buildings, said Ina Carpenter of Parking Servfoes.
Although a parking garage
costs oonsiderably more than a
traditional lot, Marlin said, these
benefits warrant the extra cost.
Typically, the construction ofa
parking garage costs ~tween
$4,000 and $5,000per space, Carpenter said~ while a parking lot
sparecost.sbetween$700and$800
tn build.
•
Although Vice President ofAdministration and Finance John
Bolte said students using the garagewillhavet.opaymore,Walker
Engineers spokesman U day
Kirtikar disagreed.
"Typically, raising revenue

• 1st place-$25 Bar Tab
•Finalist run-off on November 11
•Winner receives 4 hr.
limo ride with champagne
/Premier Limousines.

•

•
•

•
•

•

STUD.ENT
LEGAL SERVICES

•

~
@~

.

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

STIJDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH
ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LANDLORD{fENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC &
UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS CAN
RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF
CHARGE.

•

•

,

.FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM-SPM
Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the
Student Government Association

We copy all night
We know that there are times when you'll
find yourself working around the clock to
get an important project completed on
time. And that's why we're open 24-hours
a day ... every day. Come into Kinko's
between 10 pm • 7am to receive 50% off
late night computer rental.

through an increase in parking
decal fees is not something done
aut.omatically," he said
The ·university is diverting
funds from its parking decal revenues into a special trust fund for
the garage, Bolt.e said .T he money
will be used to get the project
bonded. Bmdingallows money to
be borrowed from lendinginstitutims, much like the buying of a
house, he said
The tmst fund currently has
about $720,000. The goal of $1
million should be reached by the
end ofthe spring term, Bolte said
The universiey will continue
with the project , Student Body
President Jason Dibona said .

FROM PAGE 1

volved with the school to get and tnJCi'OfiChe readers, bUt ·its
equipmentbudget fortheremainexhibitions going.
It was in Eitherong's g.al- der of the year has already been
lery that Paul Brooks and other spent.
The Biology Deparbnent uses
fellow artists organized their
microscopes over 25 years old,
exhibit.
Advertised on the radio, the said Chairman David Vickers.
The problem affects class size
showwasahitwith 500people
and seheduling, Vickers said As
in attendance.
However, only two atten- a result, the department scheddants were faculty, though ules some classes on Saturday.
The department needs
invitations had been handed
out to the entire Art Depart- $300,000to buynewmicroscopes.
ment. This pattern presents Instead, the department plans to
itselfin almost all of the other spend $98,000.
shows.
F..conomics Professor &lwan:l
Paul Brooks has approached Day said 00.siness classes need
the new chair of the depart- newerWchnology as well"We are
ment, Francis Martin Jr., using computers made in 1982,
with his concern regarding the and we also need better printing
apathy of the professors. Mar- facilities," Day said
tin agreed with Brooks.
StndentoomputerlabsarehavHowever, the solution de- ing similar problems.
pends on the will of the fac- Departments have proposed the
ulty, more than anything else. updating ofequipment in the budApathy is not something getfor at least three years, Gamer
easily fixed with just a memo. said .
Although, a memo may be all
In addition, the lack of funds
that will be needed to allow forces the college to borrowprojecstudent exhibitions to be dis- tionequipmentandcomputerproplayed in the art gallery.
grams from public schools.

PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•C9NTRACTS
•POLICE

Karaoke at 10 p.m ~ ..

EQUIPMENT

.

•
•

r.

r -----------1111111 ,~.>**·$~~*
1 50 % off late
I

1
I
I
I

.

night computer rental
Come into the Kinko' s listed and save on in-store, self-sr,rvice MacintoshGD
or IBM4DPSJ24Dcomputer rental time. Offer valid from 10 pm and 7 am. One
coupon per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through·12131/92.

1 open 24 hours
_ kin· i~g•s· j
I 658-9518 .
ft
,
I 12215 University Blvd.
the copy center .,
I A (Across from UCF)
.
~~,_~ ...
:;;::,.. , , .• • • -""r. . . I'!~

t

~~.!:::4i~::::~~
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The UCF Student Wellness Advocate Team presents the

~ ~;
)

U.C.F. PEGATHON
5K RUN &
FITNESS WALK
CELEBRATING HOMECOMING '92 )
' --.. - -- -

----

/

Sunday, November 8, 1992
10:00 AM at Lake Claire
Post-race BBQ Brunch by Kiwanis
- Live Music by The Sea Dogs ·
Drawings, Kiddie Run, Overall & Age Group

a

$6 UCF Students & Alumni

.

$8 Others (postmarked by 11/2/92) · ·
·
Jewett
•
.
FLORIDA HOSPITAL
Orthopaedic
$lO Race Day
~REHABILITATION C£Nrn

. Clinic

Call the Campus Wellness Center

~'L"K"'' ,

. at (407) 823-5841for more info.

"Your Sports Medicine Specialist!

PEGATHON 5K RUN/FITNESS WALK OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
MaJu: chock or money onltT pay-dble to S. W.A. T. and mall compietl:d entry fozm ID: l'EQAn!ON 5X, 'IRACX SHACl[, 1322 N. Mills. A=iue. Orlando. FL 3280314-0711198-1313

Lasl Name:

·

·

11111
Addn:ss (St.reel)

I

·i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

First Name:
11111111111111

D

I

I

I

City

I

I

I

I

Slate

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

rn-rn-rn
Dale of Blrtl1
Munlh

I

I

·

Day

YcaT

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Li

I

OaJ Phone
I

.

.

M.I.

U.C.F. Alwnnl Only-· 0 Check lfU.C.F. Alumni and If so. enter year graduated

CD
OJ
I

I

I

I

. I

I

.I

.I
Male

U.S. Zip Code
11I11
Adult Shirt Sl1.e

I

I

I
S

I
M

I
L

I

Female
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COMING THURSDAY, ·NOVEMBER 5th, 1992

GRADUATE/LAW AND
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
.

.

RECRUITMENT DAY

PARTIAL LIST OF SCHOOLS ATTENDING
Barry University
Baylor University Hankamer School of Business
Capital University Law School
Comair Aviation Academy
Cumberland School of Law at Sanford University
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Florida State University College of Law
Life College
Loyola University School of Law
Mercer University School of Law

Miami University I Oxford, Ohio
National-Louis University
Nova University I Shepard Broad Law Center
Nova University I School of Business & Entrepreneurship
Rollins. College I Crummer Graduate School of Business
South Texas College of Law
Southeastern University
Southwestern University School of Law
St. Thomas Universi~y
St. Thomas University School of Law
Stetson University College of Law
Temple University School of Law
The N. Y. College of Podiatric Medicine
The University of South Carolina ·
Thunderbird-American Graduate School of lnt'l Management
United States Sports Academy
University of Dayton School of Law ·
University of Florida College of Law
University of Miami
University of Miami School of Law
Widener University School of Law

LOCATiON: Student Center Auditorium
TIME: 10:00 AM to 12:00 NOON AND 1:00 PM to 3:00 PM
For further information, Contact Jim Gracey in the Career Resource Center, Admin. Bldg., Room 124, Phone 823-2361
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GREEK CORNER
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Hope everyone enjoyed Paddle Night
remember faculty appreciation breakfast in the faculty lounge 8:45- t 1am
tomorrow. Be there. Hey Delt Sigs-are
you about to graduate, broke, need a
job??? After the meeting Wednesday
night at 8:00 Doug Coy will be hiring all
business majors (that's you guys)Please be there this is seriousl-the
pledges.
.ATA
DELTA TAU DELTA
AND
BPW SCHOLARSHIP HOUSE
HOMECOMING '92
IN IT TO WIN IT! .
ACACIA
The pledge party is this Sat. night!
Don't miss out. lrs homecoming week.
Skit Knight is tonite, watch out for
Acacia and Kl:, the outlaws of Homecoming. Happy 8-Day to Mike B. &
Jose. The house manager, who is me,
says to show up for house clean up
next Sun. Today is election day so
vote Perot, vote Clinton, or vote ·Bush,
I guess!
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Who ever is fortunate enough to
become the third best football team on
campus by winning the A league
tournament, AXA & D< are waiting to
play you II We'll even pay for the
referees I Thanks a lot J. W. AXA
would like to thank all of the ladies who
made Watermelon Bust such a
success! Congratulations Matt Bonin
on winning the IFC Rush Chair
election. Thanks olQ offieers for a great
year. Con~rats to the new High Zeta.
Hey Pi Phi, we will win homecoming!!
Greek week & Homecoming champs
sounds good!! AXA-1 .
PHI GAMMA DELTA
The gentlemen of Phi Gamma Delta
would like to wish all UCF Greeks the
best of luck during Homecoming week!
FIJI tournament football game Wed. @
4:45 be there I Hey Caboose-(go to
the eod of the linell) FIJI .
sweethearts-we• ull
F1-J1 .
Always wanna be 111

1

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Homecoming '92 is finally here &
nothing compares to ~E & AMI.
Float building & other activities at the
house-all day & night. It's wild &
hyped. ~E football geared for tourney
win. Games all week. Check with
Shawn or anyone on times & events
for Homecoming. No chance for
Tampa recovery. l:Cl>E &AM1 are out
in force.

November 3, 1992

coming buddies! Ladies- get your
dates for the Mystery Formal. Ifs
bound to be a blast! Hey guys-get your
dancin' shoes on and your pennies out
cuz Rock the Arrow is only 2 weeks
away! n<I> and AXA-the ones to watch
out for in Homecoming '921!

nKA
Thanks to all those who participated in
the Goulish Halloween social at the
Pike house! Congratulations to Ralph
Simon, new IFC Vice-Prez. and to past
IFC Prez. Britt Massing as well as past
IFC Sec. Joe Egan, may you bask in
your newfound freedom. Pike football
(1&11) undefeated last week! On to
tournament domination I Pike Woodser.
Nov. 14. Ready for the most
celebrated outdoor romp of the year!!
Pike is it! See ya!
DELTA DELTA DELTA
Thanks to nKA, D<, FIJI, KO, and ZTA
for an awesome Halloween blow-out!
Also, congrats to Becky and Karen our
Homecoming candidates--we •you!
Get ready :EX for the best
Homecoming ever!!! D<-~- ... What
could be better? Homecoming '92!11
DELTA GAMMA
AXA great Bust '921 We • our buddies
and coaches. ATO get ready for a wild
wild time. Homecoming skit knight
tonight. All come out &support the
team to beat:Ar and ATO #1 '92!
SIGMA NU
Attention Sigma Nu's there are many
Sigma Nu's here at UCF. Lefs get
together. Call Rob 644-4810.

CLUB INFO
$WAT
UCF Pegathon SK run & fitnes~ walk
for Homecoming '92 takes place Sun.
11/8 10am at Lake Claire. Cost is $6
for students/alumni incl. brunch, live
music &drawings 4 addl. info. X5841.

AA meeting Wednesdays noon-1 pm.

LACROSSE
The Orlando Lacrosse Club is seeking
Lacrosse ·players. Experience is
encouraged but not necessary. Season
begins in mid-November. Call John
Byrne at 849-4 760 or 841-7914 or Mark
at 896-8398.

ROOMMATES

Female roomate wanted to share 2/2
house. Furnished bedroom $250/mo. +
1/2 utilities. Pool & rec. access. Call
any"time 273-5840. ·

Administrative assistant, help develope
site locations for franchise rare ground
floor opportunity, salary plus profit
share, Call 2-4pm M-R only, ask for
Jeannie 407-422-1000.
Sales associate wanted-outgoing,
assertive, hardworking for day and
evening positions. Part time and prefer
female applicants. Call J. Riggings
(Fashion Sq.} 894-5150.

AUTOS

Seeking clean Rm/mate + friend, 18+
N/cig S to start short lease of 2BD apt.
behind Pizza Hut across from UCF. Affd
rent from $213-$250 ea.Imo. + Dep.
$12.5-$198 ea. Call Leigh @658-n03.
Leave message.

GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevy, Surplus, Buyers Guide.
1-805-962-8000 Ext. S-4628.

FINS wanted to share 3BR 2BA apt,
pool, patio, alarm, volley/raquet courts,
friendly roommates. Call 679-3264
Lauren, Jane, 9hristine.

'85 Dodge Omni cold air 4 door
automatic new parts $1150 OBO
281-6364.

M/F wanted to share a 3br 2b house
near UCF Rent$193/month washer/dry
Call Ron or Bert 380-017.3 leave msg.

HELP WANTED

WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000
In just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free
headphone radio just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext 65

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

Mala roommate wanted N/S W/O across
from VCC, easy access to E/W $275/
month & 1/3 utilities, $200 dep.
277-1017 ask for Gary.

Responsible female to share apt own
room & bath. 1/3 utilities. Includes
washer & dryer. 382-9039.
M, N/S, dog friendly roommate wanted
for 2b/2b condo with w/d, micro, pool,
tennis, etc. Located on 436 near
Curryford Rd. $250 p/m: Deposit
negotiable. Contact Michelle or Curtis
@ 384-7250 or 851-7523 after 5pm.
Male needs M/F to share existing
duplex. Includes own room w/bath. 9
miles from UCF, near Valencia East,
nice place. Rent $257.50 & 1/2 utilities.
Needed ASAP Call Bob 382-5312.
Female roommate needed ASAP must
be neat ancflaid-back. Rent $220 & 1/2
utilities. Call Jena 282-9131 ..
N/S, M/F wanted to share house with
male and female; own bedroom and
bathroom; near VCC/UCF $240 & 113
utilities. 658-1222. .

FOR RENT

Student Center Room 211 .

Join the UCF
Student Veterans' Association
For the Vietnam Veterans Memorial and
tree
dedication
ceremony
on
November 9th at 11 :30am on the green.
Barbara S. Smith, surviving spouse of
a deceased Vietnam Veteran who was
shot down in 1966, will be the guest
speaker. She is now the Transitional
ALPHA DELTA Pl
Assistance Program Manager at Patrick
Here it is Homecomin~ '921 The pgrfect Air Force Base.
match of l:Cl>E & AMI 1s ready to
We are also showing a
dominate. Float, skit-hay, we're taking · Vietnam Veterans Memorial. Fund
it.all. It doesn't get much better than
Seminar,
·vietnam from
Two
this! Sig Ep & ADP #1 .
Perspectives: The Campus and the ·
Combat Zone· in the Wild Pizza on
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
. November 9th at 12:30pm.
Arn &M' Homecoming '92 ATn & Ari
The ·Movie Article 99 will be
Monday-games on the green, 11 am.
shown in the Wild Pizza on November
Tuesday-skit night 8pm-Arena.
9th at 6:30 & 9pm and November 10th
Wednesday=build a knight, 11am on
at noon. Thanks Student Government
the green. Thursday-Dennis Miller in
and Campus Activitites Board for your
the Arena. Saturday-Homecoming
support.
parade down Church Street, 10:30am.
Football@ 2:30-go knights! Any spare
time-? Work on the float. Go ATn
football in tourney (no fighting)!
IlBCI>
Watch out Greeks-Pi Phi and Lambda
Chi are here to stay! Greek week '92
champs-an unbeatable pairl AXA, bust
was a blast and we love our home-

M/F non-smoker to share duplex, 1O
min. from campus; own bath; W/D;
$225/mo. split util; 679-9494.

Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc. ·
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246

*Sherwood Forest*

3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
2 bedroom 2 1/2 bath, garage, W/D.
Across from UCF $550. 647-4949.

TYPISTS

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

RPS needs p/t package handlers from
3-7 am·$7 per hour. Call 297-3715.

Fas1*Professional*Accurate

Greek wanted for telemarketing to
sororities. Part-time 331-4070.

KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735
Five years typing for UCF students. Call
Nancy 740-5592.

Sports minded enthusiasts earn extra
money for holidays. Call 366-8640.

Term papers & resumes typed at good
·rates. 281-1574 M-S 9-9 WordPerfect.
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at home.
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700
Dept. FL-307..

Resume and Word Processing SerVice
professional, fast, experienced! Quality
proofing/editing, laser printed-student
discount. Near UCF 275-8182.

Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries-Students needed! Earn
$600+per week in canneries or
$4000+per month on fishing boats.
Free transpqrtationl Roqm & board!
Over 8000 openings. No experience
necessary. Male or female. Get a head
start on summer! For your employment
program call: 1-206-545~4155
ext.A5418. Student employment
services.

The Word Processors-quality work at
reasonable rates. Call 366-0454 or
384-6071.

TUTORS
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
All levels:
Beginning, intermediate, gracllate '
CPA/former college instructor .
Very experienced
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

Red cross lifeguard certification at
. Oviedo's heated pool, three weekends
in November. Starts Nov. 7, ends Nov.
22. Includes CPR/first aid. Jobs open
after Christmas. Get ready now! Call
Mark at Oviedo Rec. 366- 7000 ext.

Chemistry tutor experienced graduate
student. CHM 2045 2046 Call 695-4410.

660.

For rent furnished 2 bedroom apt. $440

a month. Wa1king distance to UCF.
3£3-5636.
For rent Union Park area 2B 28 duplac,
washer/dryer, dishwasher, $400/mo. +
security. Ph. 648-5136 Eve. 862-3188.
2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available Now.
$450 David 249-2865.
2 bedrooms 2 bathrooms at 12008
Alafaya Woods Ct good and affordable
monthly rent please can 695-0548 or
380-9245.
.

FOR SALE
Diamond engagement ring .15 ct. $150
Call Jeff 830-9106 for apt. at UCF.
Waterbed-supersingle w/heater and
side bumpers $60. 366-3704.
Boxer pups AKC, shots, wormed, fawnwhite great Xmas gift now available
$300 Call Joe X5867 H-275-7098.

Great Holiday Job Opportunity
Going home for the holidays? Need a
fun part-time job? The Honey Baked
Ham Co. is in search of seasonal help
to fill our sales counter and production
positions. We have sto.res located in
the following markets Orlando, Tampa,
St. Pete, Sarasota, Melbourne, and
other major cities throughout the
southeast. Please check the white
pages or information for the store
nearest your home.
$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND RESUME
EXPERIENCE!! Individuals and
Student Organizations wanted to
promote SPRING BREAK, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.

Don't be an unhappy whopper flopper
part-time help wanted 4 miles from
UCF flexible hrs, airconditioned office,
earn $4.35 to $9.00 hour. Limited
openings. Call 671-4111.

OTHER
Afraid to go .against the grain due to
social and political unacceptance. Well,
don't be I will be there, too. Vote Perot
and get the red tape out of the
government.

I

CLASSIFIED INFO
•35 Characters Per Line
*$0.75 per line: UCF Students,
Staff, & Faculty *$1.50 per line
Non-students & Businesses
*Boldface & Underline Double
Line Rate *Prepayment Only
Stop by The Central Florida
Future Business Office (9am-4pm)
or Mail Ad w/Prepayment to:
The Central Florida Future,
Attn: Michelle Raymond, Classifieds,
P.O. Box 25000,
Orl~do, FL32816
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Requirements, requirements
10 courses every UCF student should tak~
time for next
R- egistration
semester is almost here.
This means that, once again,
UCF students will spend hours
trying to get through to the
computerized registration line,
only to hearthe ever so friendly
computer voice inform them
that the class they desire is
filled and to kindly select another.
While there is a critical shortage of many much needed
classes, there are also a few
whose titles make me question their content. Below is a
list of the 10 stupidest classes
UCF has to offer.
If you are enrolled in any of
these classes, keep in mind this
is ONL YMYOPINION! I'm sure
each of these classes do have
serious scholastic merit.

•

1. .ENU 5505 - Sludge
Management Operations. I
wonder how long the waiting
list is for this class each semester. Oh. the rewards of a
college education.
2. PAD 5041 -Ethics and
Values in Public Administration. A Class definitely not for
Republicans.
3. HFT 4860 - Beverage HFT 4860 - UCF offers a Beverage Management class for
Management. Okay, if John students thirsUng fo-r edu~ation . (photo 111ustrat1on1b19 tun productions)
has six c~ses of qeer, and he
drinks five of them., will he be able to notice Sue come obsolete -if Bush's proposal to open
national parks to strip mining passes.
taking off with his remaining case?
5. FSS 3210-QuantityFood Purchasing. I
4. GYL 4006 - Geology of Our National
wonderifanyone
under350 pounds is enrolled .
)arks and Monuments . This class might be6. ARE 5444-Jewelry Making in Schools.
Seriously, this class teaches
students how to teach kids in
public schools how to make
jewelry.
7. OUT 1320 - Fundamentals of Outdoor Recreation. Learn what kind of aluminum foil keeps beer coldest the longest.
8. PET 3760 - Coaching Theory and Officiating .
Learn how · to say .. OKAY
MAGGOTS, YOU ALL
SUCKI NOW GET OUT
THERE AND KICK SOME
ASS!"
9. FIL 3410 - History
of Animated Films. Yeah, I
can't go out tonight, I've got
a big test on Scooby Doo
tomorrow.
10. TPA3250-Makeup Technique. There are more
than a few women I know that
could benefit from this class .
1

. Once again, if anyone
enrolled in .one of these important classes is offended,
all I can say is please, please
get a sense of humor or a
perhaps a life ... -

TPA3250 - ~ Tedlnque is a great da$ for those students wi1h an
obscene amount of spare time_on their harm. (phcto llultratloni1ilg tun productions)

• dave bauer
central florida future

•
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Election-day~ means

chee~

or jeers for
UCF students
oday's the day. By tonight we will have
elected the leader of our country and,
for that matter, the leader of the free
world - well, some of us will have, anyway.
Choosing the president ofthe United States
is an awesome responsibility, one that we
should aff be proud to assume.
With this in mind it is amazing to us actually it's shocking - that there are still
people anywhere, and students on this campus
in particular, who are not registered to vote.
The Future recently conducted a straw poll
just to test the political waters on campus and
·see where the presidential candidates stacked
up in the minds of UCF students.
For the most part, students were, indeed, both
registered t.o vote and informed on the issues; but
there were also some who were neither.
If this election hB.s made no other point
painfully clear, it has certainly showed Americans that choosmg .a president can be a long
and difficult process, what with all the allegations and name-calling that occurred this year.
And, at the end ofit all, many people would
still say that the candidates leave i:µore than
a little to be desired.
The fact that the presidential election process can be tediou8, however, does not excuse
non-participation.
It is very likely that within our lifetimes
there will be presidential candidates that are
neither white nor male.
Think ofwhat a historic and, quite frankly,
exciting and: needed change of the status quo
this will represent; but it will be so only for
those who are in a position to niake meaningful decisions on these candidates -:- those
who are registered to vote.
And for .the rest of us, simply being registered to vote is not enough. We must exercise
this right.
Unless you've been living in a vacuum,
you've got to know that funding for universities is not a big priority with some of our
current elected officials.
We hate to keep bringing up the same topic ·
ad nauseum, but there is·a story in this very
issue that describes some of the equipment
in use at UCF as being g_lder than the students using it.
•
Folks, this is beyond sad: it is insulting.
There are precious few opportunities for
students to speak in a way that their voices
are heard; one is at the ballot bo_x.
So, for those of you registered voters who
endured the.long lines at the polls today, you
can give yourselves a well-deserved pat on
the hack.
As for the rest ofyou, you represent the worst
of kind of college student, the apathetic kind.
Shame on you.

T
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Bush's campaign sunk to a
new·tow in .the '92 election
~on

Sargent

LOST IN SPACE

.
S

ince it's election day,
the only-thlng left to
do besides vote is t.o
reflectupontheblundersoommitted throughout President
Bush's campaign. The
Republican'shaphazard way
of communicating a national
agenda has created a P<!litical season of hypocrisy and
outright nastiness.
One of the few issues that was clearly pronounted had
to do with '<familyvalues,"AKADan Quayle'shobbyforthis
election. It'snicetotalkaboutfarnilytraditions,but nothing
Specific was ever mentioned that linked government with
such values. Instead ofspecifically outlining programs like
healthcare, welfare andeducationa}reform thatwould end
governmental dependency for families, a return t.o past
values seemed to be the .only offeredcSOlution. This silly
gimmick was manufactured at the expense of m~king
families whose members have either different lifestyles or
otherwise don't conform to the sterootypical family.
Another highlight of Bush's campaign was the low
standards it exhibit.ed by personally attacking Bill Clinton
and his running mate. President Bush's accustomed practice oftelling people to shut up turned ugly when he called
protesters at one ofhis rallies "draft dodgers," Outside of
being an absurd statement, the perpetuation of this issue
of the draft serves only to reopen old wounds. -The draft
isstie elevates manipulation to the higher order, for it
attempts to use the heartfelt emotions people have about
Vietnam for a political end Onemustwonderifthe soldiers
that died could ever imagine years later that their sacrifice
would be distorted in such a manner.
Last week, Bush called Al Gore the "ozone man" for
being an environmental extremist. Let's talk about extremes:Isitextremewhena president that pledges "notnet
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loss of wethlnds" and then deregulates their classification
· by allowing millions more to be destroyed? Is someone
extreme when he promises "no new taxes" and then passes
the Jargest tax hike in recent memory? What about abortion with no exceptions in the Republican Platform? I
believe we're beginning to see a "pattern" here.
But the campaign really went off the deep end when
Bush's cronies in Washington looked into the activities of
Clinton's mother. Besides being a sick abuse of power, I
wonder if this is extreme. There seems to be this pattem
To bridge the gap between attacks and distortion,
Bush's TV ads further twisted reality. In one of the most
hilariously stupid commercials fve ever seen, Arkansas is
seen a hopeless wasteland. As the wind howls and a
buzzard is pictured perched on a tree, we are given statis-tics on the environmen~ t.ax increases and the dissolution
in desert Arkansas.
This inelodramatic scene stresses tax increases but fails
to mention that Arkansas has the lowest t.ax burden ofany
state and has one of the most rapid industrial groWths in
America. Certainly some sacrifices in the environment
were made in accommodating industry, but it was the only
way Clinton could cultivate the economy he inherited. rm
not saying this. excuses everything that's not right in
Arkansas, but it does show the willingness of a leader
oombating difficulties in a state that has been traditionally

as

poor. '

To put all these antics in perspective, its seems the Bush
campaign felt too insecure in winning an election ht
focusing on the real :ismies. We didn't hear anything

substantial about the president's crime bill, an economic
Stimulus package, a health care proposal or any other form
of legislation his proposed to Congress. All we've seen
during this entire campaign is a manipulation of feelings
in a past war, the investigation ofa candidate's mother and .
a buzzard in a TV Commercial.
Asaregist.eredRepublican, I feel my party has dismally
failed to focus on the issues and has instead resorted t.o
unacceptable personal attacks. Such dishone8tyingovemment is the very reason why people are disgusted with
politics, for it shows that a candidate will do whatever it
takes to remain in power.
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How about cutting the TV umbilical ·c ord?
Francis J. Allman
THINK ABOUT IT

N

owthatthepresidential race is over, fve
decided to try an experimentathome and would
like to invite the rest ofyou to
do the same. rm boycotting
my television set
rmsurethatfoothallfuns
just uttered a collective gasp
at this suggestion. Admittedly, the thought ofnot seeing Dallas whip up on Washington again leaves me a little shaken, too; but rm convinced fve got to cut the insidious umbilical cord that
connects me to my TV, and I suspect many of you oould
-. stand to do the same.
I used to deludemyseHby saying I didn't watch a whole

I do some ofmy favorite household chores, like cleaning out
my cat's litter box. There's nothing better than scooping
clumps ofcat-stuffwhile listening to Oprah. Oprah throws
out a pile and I throw out one - how appropriate.
But the problem with letting the TV run is that I will
hearsomethingononeofthosepseudo-newsshows,likethe
vampiresegmentonarecent"HardCopy," andgetinvolved
watching it. When this happens, at least a half an hour is
shot to hel~ and this cuts into what should be study time.
This is not to say that TV is not educational. In fact, it
provides real edification, like the true American "family
values" show, "Married With Children." As sad as it is,
though, I must forego this scholarly undertaking to be
true to my goal of cutting .out TV.
It'll be tough; the only way I can be sure of success is
to unplug my TV set. This is not because I will not plug
it back in, even though the bookcase f d have to move to
accomplish this weighs at least a metric ton; rather, I
·simply won't make the effort to watch TV if the remote
lot ofTV. This is because I am not one to just oome in and doesn't work.
What do I plan to do instead of watching TV? Well, I
vegetate in front ofthe tube; rather, I flip it on (by remote,
ofoourse) the ntjnute I walk in the door and let it run while thought f dread some of those aforementioned books.
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Letters

Services.
And, I am happy that President Hitt
• Well, it seems .the Young Republi- and Dr. Stuart Lilie are able to recognize
cans, or the College Republicans, or that there are other minorities ·on camthe Hitler Youth or whatever they're pus who need the empowerment of the,
calling themselves this week have Office of Minority Student Services bemanaged to embarrass themselves once · sides . Blacks,. the dominant minority
again.
group on campus.
While walking to the library on TuesIt would be great to have a Hispanic
day, I was but one of many witnesses to
director on campus as they tend to not
their ignorance. The Youth had their
see life in terms of Black and White.
little propaganda table set up near the ONLY. This is the empowerment and
main sidewalk with (of course) the
help our Hispanic students need on this
American flag nearby. Was it flying
particular campus. ltis the AMERICAN ·
respectfully from a building? No. Was
WAY, ori.r country was founded by more
it hoisted on a stationary flag staff? No.
than just BLACK AND WHITE.
Was Old Glory unfurling in the open
I sure do thank Dr. John Hitt for his
air? No. The Young Republicans ·saw
observations on campus and Dr. Stuart
,tit to place our symbol of democracy,
Lilie as well. They are being very generpride and freedom a foot off !}le ground ous and AMERICAN in their considerand hanging from a tree ... HANGING ation of a Hispanic director for the Office
FROM A TREE! My disgust was
Qf MINORITY STUDENT SERVICES~
equaled only by their blatant stupidand an office which should include and
ity.
SERVE ALL MINORITIES;to the exThe arrogance that was mustered to
clusion of no minority racial or ethnic ·
display the American flag, in the name
student.
of patriotism no less, in such a disreThank you for printing Dr. Hitt's letspectful way, borders on the astronomiter. It's good to know that he and others
cal.
Word to Young Republicans·: The are concerned about the representation
next time you deem it necessary to fly of Hispanics on this campus.
Judith Fry
our flag in public, pick up a book and
1
Student Affairs
find out how to do it properly (assuming, of course, that you haven't burned
•RETHINKING VALUES
that book yet).
Mark Beaty
I have a few comments on Ms. Doris
Senior Fannin's letter to the editor that apLiberal Studies
peared in the Oct 6 issue of the Future.
My background and lifestyle are so
•SERVING ALL AflNORn-IES conservative that I make you sound like
I was happy to read the letter you another Betty Friedmmi. However, I find
decided to print in today's edition of the your concern over the alleged "ChrisCentral Florida Future regarding the tian-bashing" groundless.
Mr. Sargent wasn't knocking Christiposition of Director of Minority Student

• FLAG DISRESPECT

anity itself, nor was he 'bashing Christians in general. He was simply criticiz- .
ingwrhe Religious Right," a vocal minority which has been hiding behind the
facade of patriotism and Christian values for at least 12 years. Like he said,
these people really are not Christians at
all. Otherwise, they would not participate, either directly or from the sidelines, in the terrorist tactics ofOperation
Rescue. They would realize that neither
legislation nor intimidation wins anyone over to any· religion, especially
Christianity. Theywould rememberthat
the New Testament teaches justification
by faith (not force), obedience from the
heart(not through humiliation), andfaith
working through love (not legisl~tion}.
Operation Rescue and other "control
through blame" tactics respects none of
these teachings. It's the Scop~s Monkey
Trial reborn. ·
As far as the abortion issue is concerned, don't proclaim yourself a spokesperson for all Christians. The Religious
Coalition for Abortion Rights lists among
their supporters a variety of Protestant
denominations (e.g. Church ofthe Brethren, Unitarian Universalist, the Presbyterian Church, the United Methodist
Church, the United Church of clirist,
the Disciples of Christ, the Episcopal
Church, and the Lutheran Women's
Caucus). Their general belief is that life
or "personhood (when the soul enters the
body) does not begin until birth. Therefore, these religious-minded Christians
do not consider abortion an act ofmurder
and they consider abortion an issue of
religious freedom in a democratic society
(versus an issue ofthe "God-less" against
the "God-fearing"). Don't also forget that
one of the pro-choice Presidential candi-

·dates is a Southern B_a ptist, and that
Jerry· Brown, also pro-choice, is Catholic.
'
Get real. If a zygote is a person, then
a blueprint is a building. If abortion is
murder, then throwing a blueprint in the
fireplace is arson. If I were to become
with child and through some unfortunatemishap miscarry, I personally would
prefer to be treated as a patient in need
of a physician, not a murder suspect in
need of a lawyer.
Chill out. It's not as if pro-choice supporters enjoy the thought ofabortion. It's
not as if they are saying among themselves, "Oh! Look! A pregnant woman!
You hold her down, I'll grab the forceps!"
It's not as if women are saying, "Gee. rm
bored. I think Til have some real fun today
by getting pregnant so I can exercise my
Constitutional right." It'snotasifanyoneis
saying, "Wow.Abortionisthegreatestthing
in the world to experience. Every woman
should have at least one, maybe even two."
The situation is much more sophisticated
than that Take the advice ofyour favorite
Veep and inhale.

Name on fik but withheld by request

• PSYCHO BEACH Bl.UES
Although I wholeheartedly disagree
withyourreviewof"PsychoBeachParly,"
I would like to thank you from the bottom of my heart for finally writing an
article that did something other than
anger me. I would like to make the comment... and what a special gift Mr. Lee
was blessed with. Your article brightened up my day by evoking such a wonderful memory. Once again, thank you.
Alicia Beth Erickson
Student Organization8 Office

Writers Needed

Ad
Production
Manager
Do you like the
sound of that'!
Well, it could be
you!
the Central
Florida Future is
looking for a new
Ad Production
Manager to take
over in the Spring.
You must have
experience with
Macintosh PageMaker. Familiarity
with any other
programs is a plus.

If this sounds like
the job for you,
contact Sharon
Thomas by calling
823-2601 or drop
by our business
office next to the
old art domes on
Libra Drive.

Catch The Action ff'ith Our

-r

The Central Florida Future the student
newspaper for the University of Central
Florida, is seeking news writers. If you are
a journalism major or just in~erested in
getting involved in what occurs on
cam us, contact Jill at 823-6397

Student Speclal

9

Efficiencies, 1, 2, & 3 Bedrooms• Private Entrance• Patio/Porches• Tennis
Courts • Club House • Sparkling Pool!

••

Behvee~l~=~n~!~~':R;~~bf
Something for those
of you who aren't taking
Kaplan Prep.

STUDENTS STAFF FACULlY
All Welcome

We've produ.:c:d more top scores on-tests like the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCA T than all olhacoW'Scs combin~d. Which means if you're not 1akiD£
Kaplan Prep,,.., you may need to tJOke more than a #2
pencil ID the test.

Wednesday Noon, Room 214
Student Center
(407)

'"'~

671-2400.

Mon. - Fri. 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 4, Sun. 12 to 4

Episcopal Campus Ministry

Fr. Ashmun Brown

"""

823~2482

..----····
.----..an ....,.... ___..
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Golden opportunities
are made of silver.
. Golden nursing opportunities
come with the silver Air Force emblem.
Indeed, the Air Force shapes a sophisticated medical environment that helps you
learn, advances your education and develops your professionalism to a higher
standard. Discover travel, excitement .. .
and the respect you'll know serving your
country as an Air Force
officer. See why so many
outstanding nursing professionals choose to wear
the silver emblem of the
Air Force nurse. Bachelor's degree required.

•

10°/o discount on any
general repairs with this coupon.

$34
.

Reg. 39

95

Air Conditioning Special
·Service System
·Check for leaks
•Up to 21/2 lb. of Freon-

·

95

Ex ires November 30, 1992

__

$3695

f

USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS

JOU.FREE

...--___
-.,_.............__
...

Reg. 3995

1-800-423-USAF
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I love my new home in Thatcher's landing. For less than my
parents and I wen paying for my noisy, atlltlpeJI aptll1mellt,
~got a spacious place and mom and dad have a mol
vaaniotl home. Plus, with aB this pe.ace and .,,.._,
nrriot I .
am really~on my
studies.

For more infonnation call

382-0400

I

or come by for a personal tour and
don't forget to bring mom and dad!

Thatcher's landing is a
quiet neighborhood of low
maintenance 2and 3bedroom homes conveniently
located to UCT.
Some of the homes' many features indude security system pre-wire, refrigerator with icemaker,
vertical blinds, vaulted ceilings and oversized patios.

When it's time for fun and relaxation
you can enjoy the pool at Thatcher's landing or
the 27-acre recreation facility of Waterford Lakes
which indudes tennis and basketball courts, an
Olympic sized pool, ball fields, jogging paths
and lakes.

*Sales price $66,490. IXJwl1 payment $19,990. Mortgage annmt $46,500. Baseclona 30 year Fixed Rate Mortgage at8 l/4%CJYerlifeofloon. Years-1-30 P&I $349.22.
Iroperty taxes, imurance & HOA dues est at $190.00. Monthly µiyments-$539.22.

Conveniently
located to UCT
on the comer
of Alafaya and
lake Underl1ill.
Follow the signs to ·
Thatcher's Landing.
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Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Fri

Thu

Sat

Flection Day

VOTE!!

•

MOVIE:
Grand Canyon
6:30 & 9 PM SAC

Homecoming
Games
11AM-4PM
SC Green

Skit Night:
Banner & Skit
Competition
8PM UCF Arena

Bui~d-a-Knight

11AM"'.2PM
SC Green

Article 99

COMEDY:
Harry Basil
.9PMSAC

THE DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES
MOVIE:
featuring
SPECIAL EVENT:
The Last Boyscout Terry Anderson
Karoake Nite
6:30 & 9PM SAC 8 PM UCF Arena 9PM-1 AM SAC

Homecoffiing Con
cert
. featuring .
Homecoming BonDennis Miller
fire I Pep Rally
8PM UCF Arena
8PM

MOVIE:
Pelle: The Conquerer
6:30 & 9 PM SAC
BROWN BAG

MOVIE:
MOVIE:
6:30 & 9 PM SAC
My Girl
Encore Showing a 6:30 & 9PM SAC ·12 PM Nov. 10

Parade lOAM
Tailgate Party
12:30PM
at Tinker Field
Football Game
UCF v. Buffalo
2:30 PM Citrus
Bowl

Veteran's Day

No Classes

.FOOTBALL:
Texa<;o Star Classic
UCFv.James
Madision
1 PM Citrus Bowl

LECTURE
- Make-up Magic

12 PMatPDR

MEN'S BASKETBALL:

MUSIC:
In This World
11 AM-2 PM
SC Green

UCF v. Ukraine
Nat.
7;30PMUCF
Arena

Thanksgiving Day
No Classes

MOVIE:

Spectacular Knights
Talent Showcase The Rocky Horror
1992
Picture Show
JFK
8
PMSCA
6:30
& 9 PM SCA
6:30 & 9 PM SAC
MOVIE:
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Aspects of Love' for Webber

1

If }00 are in the city of Oricrlcb, censorship is not a reN
corcept to you.
When visiting this area, some theater companies
curtail scenes that could be considered too "steamy" by
this market.
But that was notthecaseastheOrlando BrocdwaySeries
presented "Aspects of Love," the Andrew Uc:ryU Werber
musical. at Bob Carr Performing Arts Center.
Aspects. n untike "Cats." WdS not the regular sophisticated. high-production-value type of Webber_prodUction.
It was simply a play about relationships.
But when it came to exploring relationships, Webber
was not shy. The word "taboo" obviously meant nothing
to this playwright.
During the first act. the al.Kiience was introduced to the
romance of Rose Vibert <Linda l3algort), a French actress.
ard Alex Dillingham <Ron Bohmer>. a young Englishman.
Alexwasonlyseventeen. and Rose was already in hermd20s. Togethertheyredefined "passion." More than once the
audience witnesses a bedroom scene with the two of them.
But the difference in their ages became an impassable obstacle in their relationship, at least from Rose.'s
point of view. ·
Rose was afraid of being alone. but Alex was not the
perfect companion for her because he was too young and
could not offer her the emotional or financial security she
desired. The actress finds what she was looking for in Alex's
uncle, George CBanie Ingham>. an older man.
It was interesting to watch Rose and George's ~-lover,
Giullleta Trapani (Kelli J.ames Chase>. become really good
II

friends. Their relationship QreN so close
that at Rose's and George's 'Nedding,
Giullietta French-kisses Rose to oongratulate her.
Act two transports the audience to
Paris 15 yea~ later. It explores perhaps
one of the most interesting relationships
of the play: the love affair between an
older Alex and Rose's and George's
daughter. 15-year-oldJenl"o/Clori Alter).
The relationship ooild not be more
complicated: Alex is 20-years older than
Jenny. Rose.Jenny' smother, wasAlex's ·
first lover vJio then broke his heart and
left him for his uncle George and on top
of this, Jenny is Alex's cousin.
The odd nature of this relationship affects everybody in the
family. At f:X)ints it seems as if Alex is ready to give up, but
Jenny's young idealistic spirit keeps their relationship going.
Jenny doesn't think that her relationship with her cousin is
unnatural. She daims that the only unnatural thing would be
todenyherfeefings. "Forheavensakes,l'mfifteen." shetells
her parents when they react to this scandalous relationship.
Wrt:h astory as complicated as this, it would be easy to get
lost if the play lacked a good script. This was not the case in
~pects of Love." Even though it is a musical, the lyrics
remained con~ipnal throughout the play. The characters
wem not simply singing; they were speaking through song.
This play was not only interesting in terms of its content,
but it was also beautifully orchestrated ~ Corductor Don
11

_A vampire adventure with a twist
Rice's 'The Tale of the Body Thiel" continues the sa9?
The Vampire Lestat, the
dark god, is a mischievo_us
supernatural entity.
Lestat has traveled the
centuries tryi'ng to cope
with his immortalexistence.
In the first three installments of Ann~ Rice's
Vampire Chronicles,
Lestat has been a French
aristocrat, an actor and
a rock star.
Now in the "Tale of
the Body Thi~f," Le stat
has found a mortal with
the power to switch bodies. He is easily duped
into the switch because
he desperately wished to
be human again.
He feels that a second
chanceatmortalitywillallow

himredemptionfromthesins
. of his supematurallife.
He soon learns two
things. The body thief has
no intention ofretuming his
immortal body, and he
· doesn'twant to be human.
This role reversal
forces the previously
omnipotent vampire into
everyday sit~ations. He
has to face the joys and
pains of a mortal being.
These everyday functions provide an interesting adventure for a being
who had been in complete control.
The remainder of the
book details the expedition
to recover his body.
Lestat is disowned by

. his fellow vampires. This .
·forces him ,to enlist the
help of his mortal friend
David Talbot. During this
quest. he begins to enjoy his humanity.
Is it possible for two humans to save Lestat's supematuralbodyfromapow. etful psychic thief? You'll
have to read the book. ·
"The Tale of the Body
Thief" is an adventurous
and introspective look at
the world of Lestat.
The -tale is a must for
fans of the Vampire
Chronicles. However, it is
an enjoyable tale in itself.
• steve turner
central flodda future

I

Horsburgh. The sounds of "Aspects of Love" were also
diverse, ranging from traditional romantic ballads to more
jazzy upbeat dance rhythms.
"Aspects of Love" was a daring spicy pr9cfuction
which explored relationships from directions that have
often been avoided because they do not fit into ~
traditionally conservative mold.
The cast of Aspects of Love" delivered a fine
· performance, one of hopefully many in this latest Broa
way Series; Look to local listings or call the Bob Carr
Performing Arts Center for further information on upcom.ing theatrical productions.
~
11

• jeannete rivera
central florida futu~
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Bring Friends ... ·
Roommates .. .
an~ Money!!!

Belz Factory
·Outlet World
Mall 2
363-4670

OUTLE:T·

10% student discount on regular ·merchandise with UCF ID

$

.. TREKusA

Iii. .
cm:J

ObLJ: /,....~ mlYBllB .
Id]
• Mountain • Road ~ Beach • Adult Trike • Kids Bikes
·
.
• Export • Rental • Sales
• Professional Service & Repair
• Accessories • Clothing • Helmets • Racks .
UNIVERSITY

.

SANOLAKE RO

·lit UNDERHIU.

275-3976

439.9·4 94

12473 S. Orange Blossom Tr

Visit Captain Merchant outside the Bookstore, 9-10 November
·1992, 10:00-2:00 pm.or call toll free 800-43.2-2061.

(Southchase VIilage) ·.

KING OF BEERS®

I

,SI/LUTES
I

~?- U.C.f.HOMECOMING 1992
·'

-GO KNIGHTS!!
NOTHING BEATSABUD
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Fighting Knights get
burned in Virginia
47 yards down to the Liberty 15yardlineoneightconsecutiverunSTAFF REPORTER
ningplays, featwmgrushes of14
UCF flirted with victory be- and 13 yards by Geml Davis.
fore yielding two turnovers and Davis then fumbled inside the 10
penalties and a 90-yard Liberty whil~ making a second effort for
Flames drive in the final min- the end zone. If UCF scored a
utes that gave them a 31-28 rouclidowntheywouldhavegone
victory in Lynchburg, Virginia, ahead.35-24 withfiveminutesleft
Saturday night.
to play. Davis played a big role in
TheFlamesshinedinfrontofa keeping the Knights close in the
homecomingcrowdof8,100when game, contributing 25 carries for
they were led by quarterback 167 yards and caught one pass for
RobbyJustinowhocompletedfour six yards.
,. passes for 66 yards in their final
.'Tumpvers have been our unscoring drive. Adrian Cherry fin- doing all year," McDowell said
ishedoffthe Knights with his two- "Liberty did an outstandingjob of
yard touchdown nm with 1:45 putting the ball in the end 7.0ne."
remaining. The touchdown was
With the loss, UCF (4-3)
setupafterapassinterferencecall surely has lost any chances for
• the playoffs.
on Liberty's fourth down play.
"The receiver pushed off and·
"Our goal was to make it to the
then our player bumped him. The playoffs and we obviously are not
call could have gone either way," goingtodo that with three losses,"
McDowell said
McDowell said
TheKnightshadafinalchance
Darin Hinshaw was sharp
to score when they drove 30yards for the Knights as he completed
down to the Liberty 31-yard line. 17 of 37 passes for 228 yards,
On first down, quarterback Darin _includingthreetouchdownsand
Hinshaw threw a pass that numerous drops.
UCF oommitted nine penalbouncedoffofthecheStofreceiver
BretCooper and into the hands of ties for- 50 yards compared to
Liberty safety Chris Hadley with Liberty's three for 20.
51 seconds to pl~y. Cooper had
The Knights return home the
played a great game with his next two weeks against the Uni- seven receptions for 139 yards versity of Buffalo (Homecoming)
and two touchdowns.
and James Madison .University,
/
The Knights had an unlucky respectively, before traveling to
possession prior to the Flames' Samford University in the season
final scoring drive. They marched finale.
by Glenn C8n'ascJ.llllo

Cooper ·a nd Hamilton top

performers at Liberty
by Jason Lesko

·

STAFF REPORTER

UCF went to Lynchburg Virginia to take on the Liberty
Flames and lost more then the
game. The Fighting Knights lost
their chance to make the Division 1-AA playoffs.
In regards to individual performance though~ t~e Fighting Knights ·weren't let down.
UCF continued to receive stellar performances from individual players.
The two top performers were
wide receiver Bret Cooper ~d
preseason All-American .Rick
Jfamilton.
Cooper, ajunior, caught seven
passes for 139 yards and had
two touchdowns. He was efficient each time he touched the
ball. Cooper caught touchdown
passes of 21 and 31 yards. He
also had key receptions of 34
and 41 yards.
For the season Cooper has

been the Fighting Knights' biggest scoring threat. His season
total is up to 10, two short of the
UCF record shared by Bernard
Ford and Ted Wilson. Cooper is
five touchdowns away from setting the school record for most
career touchdo\Vns.
Cooper, whooomesfrom.Killian
High SchoolinMiami, earned first
team All Dade County wide receiver as a senior.
Last season Cooper made 42
catches, tying with Mike
Dickinson for the teani lead.
On the other side of the ball,
Hamilton had a superb day. He
recorded21 tackles which is the
most by a Fighting Knight defender this season.
Hamilton, who led UCF in
tacklesl8$tyear, is leading again
this season. He recorded the
most last year despite playing
in the shadows of third round
draft pick Bobby Spitulski.
Redshirt freshman Emil
Eltlyor had three sacks.

•Parties
· ·

.

•Formals

tl4 t.Otief~·Banquets
•Any Special Occasion

.FASHION SQUARE -• 898-6122
ALTAMONTE MALL • 339-3131
FLORIDA MALL • 855-7555

t-111111
c 19J2 The Olive Gorden Restaurants .

HERE'S ACOURSE·
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS.
ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD,
& BREADSTICKS

$5.25

WEDNESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM

Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a UCF student or staff
member, just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh ·garden salad
and warm garlic breadsticks.
..&II•
·
It's all just $5.25. And you
-,r-c,~r ~ _
don't have to be a math
·
•
~
major to figure out that
•
that's a great deal. ·

()~
ITALIAN

WHERE ALLTHE BEST

f

HE~ TAlJHANT

OF ITA11· Is YouRs.q

Available only at:
Orlando, E. Colonial Dr., just east of Alafaya Trail, 381-8084.

'
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Men's soccer loses close game to in-state rival USF
by Andrew Vamon
STAFF REPORTER

In a cross-state battle over bragging
rights, UCF and the University of South
Florida fought it out on Tuesday in
Tampa. The fat lady was a long time in
coming, but when she did, UCFhad lost,

1-0.
The game was deadlocked through the
first half. Both teams had good chanres,
although USFhad more, but they oouldn't

convert
On the defensive effort for UCF were

Jamie Dyson and Kamal DeGregoiy, both
of whom stopped USF sooring efforts, as
well as goalkeeper Didier Menard, who
between diving saves and critical blocks
was blessed with USF attackers who had
an uncanny knack for missing open nets
with shots that were too high.
UCFwaveredin momentum during the
game, sometimes looking aggressive and

composed-especiallywithsweeperShailer
Bowers bringingthe ball up field to start an
attack rather than adefenderjustclripping
it down field Sometimes, however, the
team was bent on playing defense.
For&5 minutes, UCFkeptupwith USF,
which has a 9-3-1 reoord
UCF Assist.ant Coach Warren~ descnbed USFas"perhaps the toughest team
we've played so far."
However, with three minutes left in
the game, USF converted on a one-onone with Menard for the game-winning
goal. There would be no overtime.
UCF had one more chance with less
than 30 seconds on the clock and the ball
flicked into the penalty box, but the
Knights were caught goalward of the
ball and couldn't get off a shot.
On Sunday the men tied Virginia Tech
with one goal for each team. UCFs goal
was headed into the net by senior
midfielder Scott Day.

,,

The men's soccer team is battling to find it's way into the NCAA

tournament. They have two more games, one at home. (DeHoog/FUTURE>

SOCCER
FROM PAGE 16
getafootonit~nd volley it into
the goal from about 25 yards
out.
The second goal was made
possible by a lack of a call on
the part of the referee. T h e
SMU player knocked UCF
sophomore sweeper Liz Shaw
down with an elbow in the back
and took the ball into a one-onone situation with UCF sopho·m ore goalkeeper Heather
Brann. The SMU forward was
able to push the ball past Brann
despite a desperate effort by
Drake to foul her before she
could score.
SMU is in UCFs region, and
it is likely the two teams will be
competing with each other for
the rights to go to the NCAA's.
The hope for the team became
evendirnmerwhen they lost to the
University of Massachutes, 1-0,
on Sunday. The lady Knights
hungin untilmidwaythrough the
second half.
North Carolina State lost to
Duke which may allow UCF to
climb into the fourth position
in the south and earn a berth.
The tournament bids were issued ate Monday.

Why j~::sit there
and ~IYJ.r,:~htr•ports

secti.1:~::wb@_p you

can be a part of the

·action?

Sound like the job

for you? C3il Jenny

Dun~
· . ··"· :.ti -...at
823~ ·-..
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Lady Knights not
so close to NCAA
Junior defender Karen
Drake said, "We made two
mistakes and they scored on
them.
We · had
the
oppurtunities, and we didn't
score the goals."
The one goal scored for the
Lady Knights was a penalty
kick by senior midfielder Karen
Kopp. Early in the game, Kopp
had a one-on-one with the goalkeeper and pushed the ball
wide.

by Andrew Varnon
STAFF REPORTER

Before the game, the task
seemed relatively clean-cut:
beat Southern Methodist University and secure a spot in the
NCAA playoffs. This was the
Lady Knights' chance to reverse the tragedy offate, overcome adversity and make that
trip to the toum-ament.
But on Friday, UCF lost to
SMU 2-1, despite
UCF'sdomination ~~~~~~~~
SMU,whohad
of the game.
"~e wefie a
played almost the
"We were a
entire game on
much better team ·
much better
defense, managed to capitalize
11
than they ·were,"
on two of their
said CQach Bill
Barker after the
very few chances
and score.
• Biii Barker
The first score
game. "I expected
them [SMU] to be
UCF SOCCER COACH
. '
much better than
was the differ• • • • • • • • • ence -of a bouncthis."
Yet UCF lost and left the :~::i:~!ycr:~sd~::~:i::r:
Lady Knights to step back and defender ·Stephanie Gringer .
try to figure out what hap- knocked it down, but the ball
pened.
got away from her and SMU's
"We had the oppurtunities. Courtney Linex was able to
Frankie Sandven comforts Michele Koshan after UCF's loss to SMU, a game
It wasn't for lack of
oppurtunities," Barker said.
they needed to win to make the NCAA tournament. <DeHoogtFUTuRe>
.

team...

SOCCER continued page 15

.Knights .defeat Iron Horse Rugby, 24-5
by Jenny Duncanson
SPORTS EDITOR

In a match-up of monsters,
the UCF rugby team played a
Halloween day game ag~nst
its father team, Iron Horse·
Men's Club, which is based in
Orlando. The Knights mashed
Iron Horse, 24-5.
Iron Horse formed in 1974
and some of their college players broke off in 1988 to start
the UCF rugby club. This is
the first time that UCF has
beaten Iron Horse.
.
The Knights got the game
off on a good foot when a series
of passes out the back line got
the ball down the field. Leo
Richolson made the final pass
to Jason Williams for UCF's
first try. Robb Gingell made
the points with a kick from
straight out and put UCF up,
7-0.

Iron Horse came back in the
middle of 'the first half but
scored near the side line and
the kick after was no good.
Whe~ try is scored behind
the goa1posts, the ballis placed
straight out in front ofthe posts
at the piont the ball touched
down, for the conversion kick
attempt. If the try is scored
near the side line the ball is
placed there. The distance out
from the try line is up to the
kicker.
With approximately 15 minutes left in the half, Iron Horse
threatened to take the lead.
But the Knights held a firm
goal line stance and denied Iron

.

Horse a try. A series of bad
passes in the Iron Horse
backline allowed UCF to p,ush
them back away from the try
zone, but Iron Horse kept the
ball in Knights territory and
five minutes later tested UCFs
goal line stance again, and ·
again were denied a try. _
Just before the half, Knight
forward Ilave Anderson scored
another try and the half tim~
score favored UCF, 12-5.
Iron Horse began the second
half strong with a good .break
away run that almost resulted
in a try, but UCF brought the
man down before the tryline and
KnightbackJ ohn Linehan stole
the ball ~d ran it back to Iron
Horse territory. Knights backs
Andrew Rendell and Andrew
Sherman both found the try zone
late in the second half to give
UCF the win, 24-5.
Despite the large-margin of
victory, UCF is not necessarily
happy with the game. UCF is
gearing up to go to tµe ~outh
east regional tournament in
three weeks and the team feels
that this game shows that they
need improvement,
UCF lock Jeff McLeod said
that the team will need to play
at a higher level than they did at
states if they want to win at
regions and advance to
Eastems. He feels that the way
they played against Iron Horse
will not allow them to do that.
"In the second half we· improved, bJlt we had a sloppy
first," he said.
Another UCF lock, Randy

..

Knight forward Mark Fernald puts the stop on an Iron
Horse back in Saturday's 24-5 victory. co.HooglFllTURE> ,
Voegele, agrees.
"We played flat for the first
half," he said. "We weren't executing our plays on offense. In
the second we picked up our
intensity. We need to work on

FOOTBALL ·p. 14

our basic skills and our fitness."
"Wearefit,butnotasfitaswe
should be," McLeod said~ "We
need to be more physically fit.
We will work on that and take it
one game at a time right now.~

.

•

•

•

·. Members of the 1992 Homecoming court:

KAREN
BIERMAN
DeUaDeUaDeUa

HOLLY

·STACEY

BURMOOD
KappaDelta .

COLLARD

TAMMY
LANE ·

KRISTINE
OLIVERI ·

Alpha DeUa Pi.

Sigma Phi Epsiwn

Lambda Chi Alpha

WOODY

JOSEPH

ANDREW

· LEE

BROWN

emus

EGAN

HELM

LIPTON

RIEBOLD

A/,pha Della Pi

Pres. Ldrship CnL

Sigma Phi Epsil,on

LambdaChiAJpha

Zeta 7buAJ,pha

Dennis Miller speaks out: "/ don't believe in absolutes."
Schedule of Events
Knights prepare for Buffalo in a must-win game
A look back at the history of UCF

p. 2
p. 3
p. 3
p. 3
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Dennis Miller ta1b about comedy, televisi011
David J. Shoulberg
STAFF REPORTER

Taking a few minutes from
his busy touring schedule, comedian/former talk show host
Dennis Miller chatted with the
Future about television, politics and whatever else popped
into his especially perceptive
mind: ..
What are your impressions having gone through
the talk show battle zone?
DM: The hour on the air
was exhilarating. I enjoyed
that. It was getting the show
off the ground and the competition with the other shows that
was a drag.
So you felt The Tonight
Show and Arsenio Hall
booking scandals?
DM: Yeah, but when I came
forward, everyone said I was
being a whiQer. Now of course
it all is true.
When you were planning
your show, who was yo~
intended audience?
DM: I really didn't think
about that ...
Did you ever get the feeling that your humor was
too intelligent for late~
night TV?
DM: That seems to be the
tombstone on my show. If that
was -the case, I can't change·
that. It's just the way I think.
Is this my fault?
No, but you do realize
that it is a rough television
transition from Arsenio
calling people 'buttheads,'
to you making a reference
to Kafka's The Metamorphosis?
DM:Idon'tknow... we could
go on and on about this. I think
my parent company pulled the
plug too soon.. The show was
catching on. We got lQts ofcalls
and letters that last week,
many from college kids.
In some places the show was
on at 4 in the morning! Face
facts, whose watching TV at4 in
the morning? It was a hard time,
but I gave it a shot. I think the
show helped me in general.
What I liked about your
show, was that you had a lot
of authors and politicians
on your show, not just the
regular celebrity rotation•••
DM: Well, ·once again, that
may be one of the reasons the
show was canceled. Should I
apologize for that?
You are very politically
minded. What do you think
about the state of ·censorship in this country? Is it
safe to say that you are an
outspoken opponentof cenm
sorship?
DM: Well, to a point. For
instance, on the show we had a
woman who had some artwork
with some pretty graphic aborti"on imlagery. The Chicago Tribune people didn't want to run
the piece, so they canceled the
segment. I didn't like it, but I
went along with it. Later I read
a story with her ripping me
apart for not standing up for
her, which I did!
When it comes to it, I am not

Dennis Miller will be on hand to entertain Central Florida on Thursday.evening in the UCF Arena as part.of
this year's homecoming activities. (Courtesy/CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD)
.
quitting my job over someone I
don't even know. It's that
simple. I have never had a problem separating my opinions
from my work.
What about the lce-T
"Cop Killer" controversy?
DM: I didn't think about it
too much. If someone wants to
put that on their album, that's
their thing.
In that case do you think
the pressure of <;elisorship
went too far?
DM: The people have a right
to react. You can't censor an
idea, nor can you censor the
.reaction. We are all mixed up
in this world. Weliketodealin
absolutes. It makes us cozy. I
think it's all bullshit. Life
doesn't work that way. It's all
gray areas. I don't believe in
absolutes.
Ice-Tcansaywhathewants,
then people can react however
they want. If that makes him
pullthesong,it'sallabiggame.
We all go around trying to play,
thinkingweknowthetruth.Let's

face facts. As a species we are don't exist. These categorical
pretty befuddled. I know I am.
type things... like you ask me,
Speaking of befuddled "Do you believe in censorship?"
people, you were on Satur- Even there I have to take a
day Night Live the season stand and say that there is a
that Sinead O'Connor pro- point. It works both ways.
· tested Andrew Dice Clay,
Whatispoliticallyimpornow she does
tant to you
this Pope thing...
now?
DM: I like
DM! I guess
watching her be~
''AS a species
across the board I
cause she makes
we are pretty believe that evme laugh. I just
befuddled.,,
eryone should live
think she is contheir own lives. I
fused. I remember
have an opinion
when I was con., Dennis Miiier on everything, I
fused. She likes to
COMEDIAN
myself don't bejump on causes,
lieve in abortion.
and thats OK.
I would never tell
The Pope is just a man, and I anyone else what to do. It's
think he could care less.
none of my business. I don't
The main thing I remember want it to be my business.
about her with the Dice Clay
I am not a cultural isolaprotest is how big S: deal she tionist, but I do not believe it is
makes over free speech. How anyofmybusinesswhatpeople
she believes in absolute free- do if they are not breaking the
dom of speech, and then she current statutes on the books.
won'tgoonbecauseshedoesn't If somebody wants to wear
like what he says. I try not to fur-I wouldn't wear fur-I am
deal in those absolutes, they not going to tell them.

At what point in your political humor do you know
when you have gone too far?
DM: The key is to do the act
foryourself. Therearetoomany
peopleoutthere.Youcan'tworry
wbat they think. Even if the
audience doesn't like your joke,
they should at least respect you
for speaking out.
What is your joy of performingforaliveaudience?
DM: When I go out and kill
a crowd with a·good show it is.
an amazingly powerful feeling.
I did a show recently, a cool
jazz crowd. I did an hour, and
it felt like I hit the fuck out of
the ball. Like playing softball
and you see the seams on the
ball, and you know you are
gonna' kill it; I killed them. I
walked off the stage, and I felt
10 feet tall, and I remember
thinking... Wow! I just didn't
get this from TV.
DennisMilleristhefeatured
perfonnerforHomecomingthis
year. He will perform 8 p.m.
Thursday in the UCF Arena.
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Upcoming events
for '92 homecoming
travelthroughdowntDwn Orlando,
and finish at Tinker Field for the
STAFF REPORTER
tailgat.e party at noon. The tailAttention Knights! It's time for gatepartywilltakeplaceatTinker
UCFs 21~t annual Homecoming field in downtown Orlando. The
Extravaganza! "Wild Wild cost of the event is $6.00 per perKnights," the theme for 1992 son. Children under 12 can eat
Homecoming provides for a week hotdogs for free, and only the first
of celebration, school spirit, and a 700 people will be admitted. Tickchance for the city of Orlando tD ets can be purchased on site.
get involved with UCF.
At 2:30 on Saturday , UCF
The week will kick off with a Fighting Knights will take on the
day of fun on the Student Center Buffalo Bulls in theannualHomeGreen. Games and activities will coming game. 'At half.time the
be taking place along with a live 1992-93 Homecoming ~ and
radio broadcast. Activities will in- . Queen will be crowned. After the
elude and Airball volleyball tDur- game there will be an awards cernament and an: obstacle oourse, emony and party at Cheynnes on
Monday's fun will begin at lla.m. Church Street. The week's activiandrun qntil4p.m. Tuesdaynigh.t ties will conclude with a 5 .Kilomeat 8 p.m. in the Arena is Skit ter run at UCF on Sunday.
Night. Organizations from camThis year will be the first time
pus will present skit related to the . that the Homecoming parade will
homeoomingtheme, and banners beheldin downtDwn Orlando. The
will be displayed for judging: route will start on South Orange
Wednesday, Nov, 4, is Build A Ave., continue west on Church
Knight. At 11 a.m. on the green, Street, and will end up at the
student organizations will con- OrandoCitrus Bowl The commifi.
struct Knights made only of recy- · tee predicts that this years parade
clablematerial. Theideaofthisis will be the best that UCF, and
tD increase awareness amongst Orlando has ever seen. The pathe community of the different rade will have 81 units ranging
recycling programs in Orlando. from floats, spirit cars, and the ·
During this time a reggae band University's marching band The
·will be performing. Thursday is local Shriners, RDt:ary, and car
the Homecoming Concert featur- clubs will be participating as well.
ing Dennis Miller with the School Glenda Hood will be the Commuof Fish. 'ffie ooncert will be at 8 nity Grand Marshall, and UCF
in the UCF arena Alwnni activi- CommunityGrnndMarshall,and
ties will also begin on Thursday UCF President John C. Hitt will
with a golf tournament at Alaqua ·betheuniversitiesgrandmarshall.
begirming at 8 a.m. Friday, the
"Church Street Station has
·Alumni Trust Reception will be agreed to have the Homecoming
held in the plaza ofthe UCF Ad- parade,andhasbeenveryinvolved
ministration buildlllg. This is a in making this homecoming a
reception for alwnni who have community event, " oommented
donatedtoth~AlumniTrustFund -DanClark,PublicRe1ationsChairEachacademiccollege willhostan man for Homecoming. Several
open house for their respective area business have offered their
alumnibeginningat6p.m._,andat support to help with the festivi· Sp.m. therewillbeareceptionfor ties, and will be having booths
' all Alumni in the Wild Pizm. At 9 along Church Street selling UCF
p.m. Friday, the bonfire and pep items, and food and drinks.
rally for the 1992 Homecoming
" Overall, the idea for having
will begin.
the parade do~town is so that
Saturday,November7, willbe- , UCF can bring Homecoming tD
ginwiththeannruµAhmuribreak- the community, and make them
fast at 9 a.m. at Church Street awareofUCF. With the supportof
Station.TheHomeco~parad.e the community, and great school
will begin at 10:30. a.m. and will spirit, Hpmecoming 92 will be a
big deal"

by Heather Asche

The University of Central Florida will ride again into the Citrus Bowl for this
year's homecoming game against t~e University of Buffalo. (Fii• photo/FUTURE>

UCF in a 'must-win' game
By Glenn C8nasqulllo
STAFF REPORTER

The UCF Knights will host the
University of Buffalo on homecoming, 2:30p.m. Saturday at the
Citrus Bowl. . ·
"rm a New Yorlier and there
willbesomeprideonthelinewhen
we play against Buffalo," senior
fullback.RDnThowsaid. "We will
have to show some ofthe younger

guys tha~ we're not giving up."
ter of Ceremonies.
. The Knights (4-3), have. won · Following the parade, UCF
five of the last six homecoming alumniwillholdapregamebarbegames. last year Savanah State cue at Tinker Field The Homebroke UCFswinnlngstreakwhen coming King and Queen will ~
they tDpped the Knights, 33-31.
introduc..,od at halftime.
TheKnightswillcelebrateFri"It's a game we have tD win,"
dayilightwithabonfirePepRally . freashmanQffensiveguardKevin
at the Baseball Complex at 7 p.m. Stewart said ~ere should be
Coach Gene McDowell will light people in the crowd for homeoomthe bonfire and former Knight ingandyouespeciallywanttowin
captain, Herbert Hall will be Mas- those games."
_

,

Homecoming ceremonies make up a small part of UCF's history
Before there was Disney World and NTC, there was a u~iversity -

Heather Asche

·

STAFF REPORTER

During th 1960 C t al Fl 'd
e
s 9 en r
on a
wasjustbeginningit'sdevelopmentand
expansion.
. th
At the 0 u tset , employees m e 0 rlando area began asking for educational
facilities for their families
'sne h d t t t · dth
Dl
y a no ye en ere
escene
in Orlando nor had the Orlando Naval
Training Center.
However' citizens knew Orlando'~
population would boom.
Educators of the time as well as the
Florida legislation and citizens, wanted
to develop a new university in Central
Florida.
OnJune 10 1963 Gov.FarrisBryant
signed Bill i25
b'll
ted
·
s 1 crea
a
state university in Central Florida.
On Oct
th d
f th
19' 1965' e ean o
e
College of.Business
at the University

Tiu

llis Saturday, a new King and

"'\Aleen are crowned. (flephoto1=UNRE)

of. S?uth Florida in Tampa, Charles
Millican, was named the first president of the new university.
M'll'
I
'th th c· ·
.1 ican, a or:ig WI
e itizens
Advisory Comnu~tee and t~e Board of
Regents, named it the Flonda Techno.
F b
. 1U .
1ogica
mvers1ty ~n e . 1~ 1966.
. Classes began m October of 1968
w1thafacultyofonly300,comparedto
tod ,
ff f
ay s sta 0 2,100.
UCF's enroll:~nent has also grown in
?1'eatamounts smce then, from an openmg enrollment of only 1,492 to 20,000
today.
.
. The _m~ campus, plus three r~gional campuses and five ac~dennc
colleges, offer over 100 academic programs to students.
The Board of Regents named Trevor
Colbo
t'
'd t f S n·
urn, ac ~g p~esi en
an 1ego State Umvers1ty, to serve as the
new pre~1.den t afte r Milli can returned
to teaching.

°

The new president lobbied to change
the name of the university.
Administration officials approved
h
t e new name9 the University of Central Florida 9 Dec. 4, 1978.
The second decade of the university
had begun.
. .
.
The dreams of.adnumstrators came
true with the procurement of 1400
,
acres for the Central Florida Research
Park. ;r'his bec~me ~e center of a partners~1p of applied science and the univers1ty researchers.
UCF established a community
within its~lf.
.
It has its own zip-code, police department, utility plants, dining facilities, retail store and housing. Thecampus and its buildings are worth about
$8
·
5 ~Ilion.
With an increasing amount of em. on quality education, UCF test
phas1s
scores continue to rise.

FREE SUB
•

Famous For Philly Cheese Steaks

679-2448 .

Let us handle your personal hair care needs

Mon. - Sat. 10am-· 10 pm Sunday 10 am- 9 pm

COST CUT TEIS®

10042 University Blvd.
Comer of University & Dean

BUY
ONE
SUB
.
·
A
ND.
TWO.
24
oz.
I:
I.
I!
I DRINKS AND GET ONE SUB FREE :·
I

I
I
I

L

(OFEQUAl.OR•FSSERVALUEJ

.

ONE COUPON PER VISIT .
EXPIRES 12/31,92
·

-

.

------------------------~-----

I
I
I
.J

. (FAMILY HAIR CARE)

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Off our regular low prices for salon
quality haircuts, services and products

679-6766
OPEN DAILY

SUNCREST CENTER
University Blvd. &
Dean Rd .

.L--------------------------~-----------------------~--

First Union
Cheers for the Knights

: \OLLEGIATE BANKING EXPRESS is a new banking program
I geared soley towards students and includes:
: • A no Minimum Checking Account.
I • A FREE 24 hour banking card.
I •FREE money transfers from parents' First Union Account
I •FREE first order of 50 standard Checks.
·1 •FREE first year members4ip on a VISA card.*
I - • Overdraft protection.
I • A FREE gift when you open your Collegiate Express Account

At First Union, we know it's not easy being a college student. But it's the first step
toward achievement and success. First Union is so·committed to th~ student .
market, we've developed an entire program that fulfills the·special demands
of your busy lifestyle. It's called-

COLLEGIATE BANKING EXPRESS
4010 North Goldenrod Road (at the intersection of University Blvd and Goldenrod Ro~d) • 657-3141
.
Member FDIC
.

I
I
I

.·I

To qualified applicants
Member FDIC .

•

COMICS!
GAMES! ·
Located Across the Street from UCF
PAINTBAll ·SUPPlIES! 12243 University Blvd. Orlando, Fl. 32817
ROlE~PJLAYING

AND SO MUCH MORE!

C407) 823-7246 or 82-DRAGN

with purchase of $10.00 or more.
Comics, Role-Playing Games,
Paintball Warfare Supplies,
Across from UCF
Excludin~ Paint guns, and

•

Paint.

•

Alafaya McDonald's Supports
UCFKnights
Buy Any
Large Sandwich .
of Equal or
Lesser Value &
· Get One Free

Offer Good Only at these McDonald's:

•

12305 Univ. Blvd. • 10413 E. Colonial Dr.
7409 E Colonial Dr.

•

Free Soft Drink, Tea & Coffee Refills
Not Good in Conjunction with any discount or other offer.
1 Coupon Per Person Per Visit.
Expires: December 3, 19')2

